Arvanil, a hybrid endocannabinoid and vanilloid compound, behaves as an antihyperkinetic agent in a rat model of Huntington's disease.
The present study was designed to examine whether arvanil (N-arachidonoyl-vanillyl-amide), an endocannabinoid/vanilloid structural "hybrid", might provide symptom relief in the rat model of Huntington's disease (HD) generated by bilateral intrastriatal application of 3-nitropropionic acid (3-NP), where previous evidence suggests that hybrid cannabinoid/vanilloid compounds might be effective. As expected, arvanil did reduce ambulation, stereotypic activity, and number of hole entries, and increased the inactivity, in control rats. It was also active in 3-NP-lesioned rats, where, despite its lowering effects on stereotypic activity and number of hole entries, arvanil reduced the hyperkinesia (increased ambulation) typical of these rats, and also increased the inactivity, these two effects being more moderate than those found in control rats. Arvanil caused its antihyperkinetic effects in 3-NP-lesioned rats presumably by enhancing excitatory transmission at the globus pallidus, since it increased glutamate content in this region. This contrasts with its effects in control rats where arvanil enhanced GABA transmission at the globus pallidus. In summary, arvanil does alleviate hyperkinesia typical of HD, although it also affects locomotion in normal rats. Nevertheless, considering the lack of efficacious pharmacological treatments in this basal ganglia disorder, our findings might provide the basis for the development of more specific drugs against HD.